The need for more powerful methods 
user-(and marker-) specific weights
Weight ratio A j /B j > (<) 1: more weight on a correct decision under the null (alternative)
Balanced testing in one-stage designs
: optimal cutoff for the test statistic T j Assume normally distributed test statistic:
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Balanced testing in two-stage designs
Measurements in genetic research: highly expensive → need for cost-reducing designs Basic idea of two-stage designs:
m genetic markers need to be tested with a fixed budget
Step 1: genotype m markers on n 1 individuals
Step 2: genotype m 2 markers for which results are inconclusive on n 2 extra individuals with maximum sample size n max = n 1 + n 2 such that expected cost per marker equals n E
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Balanced testing in two-stage designs
T j,n k : test statistic for marker j on data gathered in stage k only
Test statistic T j,n max for combining data from both stages:
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Note:
Marker-specific decision criterion and fixed budget per marker → different n max per marker: n max,j Difficult to specify marker specific σ Dj -values at design stage When possible: added degree of freedom allows to gain efficiency When marker-specific designs not attainable, one can choose to:
1. take the minimum over all n max,j (j = 1, . . . , m)
prioritize some markers
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Balanced testing in two-stage designs
Optimal cutoff second stage when n 1j = n 2j = n max,j /2:
depends only on length of grey zone ε j through n max,j Length of grey zone ε j ? ε j → 0 : Never go to second stage: n max,j /2 = n E ε j → +∞ : Always go to second stage: n max,j = n E An example:
with P (H 0j ) = 0.9 and P (H Aj ) = 0.1
(null 4 times more important than alternative in optimization) For n E = 80: optimal ε j = 0.904 with n max,j = 132
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Balanced Testing in Two-stage designs
Algorithm to account for unknown P (H 0j ) and P (H Aj )
Fix n E , let P (H 0j ) vary from 0 to 1, P (H Aj ) = 1 − P (H 0j )
Result: range of optimal prevalence-specific two-stage designs Average gain 
